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HISTORY OF FLAG #100   
      
YEAR  NAME   TITLE OF EXPEDITION 
1939  Leon Mandel  Field Museum Caribbean Expedition 
1940  Leon Mandel  Mandel-Galapagos Expedition of Field Museum 
1997  Peter Kintgen Conconi-Jest on the Equator Worldwide 
1998  Jayne Wallace Wallace-Austin Waorani Project '98 
2004  Richard Gantt Search for Early Sealers 
2007  Julianne Chase Documenting Ecological Changes in the  
2008     Galapagos Since Darwin's Visit 
2007  John T. Kelley NOAA 1871 Whaling Fleet Archaeology Survey 
2008  Marie C. Levine Whale Sharks of Donsol 

Whale Sharks of Donsol Expedition Team 
 (left to right) Trudy Anes, Captain Paul Anes, Robin Ernst, Flag #100, Jennifer Schmidt  

& Marie Levine 
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Robin Ernst, molecular biologist.  
While working at Princeton University, Robin was the 
first person to ID whale shark DNA 

Jennifer V. Schmidt, Ph.D., molecular biologist.  
Assistant Professor at University of Illinois at  
Chicago, she  is head of the Shark Research Institute 
Whale Shark DNA Study. 

Trudy Anes travels the world 
from Siberia to India  
photographing solar eclipses 
and is an expert diver. 

Captain Paul Anes, owner of San Dieto 
Shark Diving Expeditions, Inc. He has 
worked with white sharks & whale 
sharks for more than a decade. 

Whale Sharks of 
Donsol 

Expedition 
Team 
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Donsol Whale Shark 
Interactions 

 

12°54′28.8″N  
123°35′52.8″E  

The team flew from Manila to Legaspi. 
 

Then took a bus to Donsol (The Philippines are mountainous with steep ravines. It made us 
appreciate even more what our troops were up against in WW II.) 
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WHALE SHARKS OF DONSOL 
 
It looked like a constellation ascending from the 
depths – bright shimmering stars rising to meet us. 
As it neared, we could see that the “stars” were white 
spots on the back of the huge shark. It was the giant 
fish we’d come to see, the whale shark, Rhincodon 
typus, known locally as Butanding. We would swim 
with nine more whale sharks that day, 14 on the next, 
and then we stopped counting. This was Donsol, a 
sanctuary for whale sharks in the Philippines. 
 
We’d come to Donsol to learn from these villagers. 
We hoped to learn the nuts and bolts of putting 
together a community-based whale shark ecotourism 
program, and these people had proved they knew 
how to do it. Years ago, whale sharks were hunted 
seasonally in the Philippines, fishermen selling the fresh and dried meat locally and the fins 
to Asian traders.  The rest of the year they gathered seashells, sea urchins and seaweed to 
augment their income. By 1997, demand for whale shark fins had increased dramatically, 
and the numbers of whale sharks in the area were fast declining. One of the few fishing 
villages that decided to protect whale sharks was Donsol in Sorsogon Province on the 
southwestern shore of Luzon. 
 
"The publicity we gave to the senseless slaughter of whale sharks in the 1990s just hit a 
chord and people of Donsol reacted,” remembers underwater filmmaker Carina Escudero. 
“Villagers even managed to free two whale sharks that had been tied by their tails to 
coconut trees as they floundered in shallow water off a local beach. You can still see them 
today off Donsol. They are easy to identify as they still have the rope around their tails. We 
call them Big Lucky and Little Lucky." 
 
Donsol set about developing whale shark ecotourism as a community project and petitioned 
the government to protect the giant fish. On March 25, 1998, President Ramos signed a 
directive prohibiting the killing of whale sharks and manta rays in Philippine territorial 
waters. Unfortunately, the penalties were minimal (USD $125) and poaching was rampant. 
Filmosa, a Manila-based fishing company headed by Robert Chang, simply increased the 
payment for each whale shark carcass, factored the fines in their cost of doing business, 
raised their prices, and placed orders for the upcoming season. 
 
But the people of Donsol persisted; each year their enterprise grew and flourished, and 
revenues from whale shark tourism filtered through the entire community. In 2007, almost 
11,000 tourists visited Donsol, up from around 900 in 1998, and the annual revenues from 
whale shark ecotourism infused P12 million into the local economy.  
 
"The attitudes of the local people towards conservation rather than killing has been quite 
extraordinary,” said Escudero at dinner on our last night in the Philippines. “They can see 
the value in protecting these magnificent creatures.” Although most visitors to Donsol are 
from the Philippines, there is has been a steady increase of international tourists from all 
over the world who come to swim with the whale sharks. 
 

The sharks start arriving in November, 
their numbers peak March and April, 
and they leave the area in late June. 
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Today, houses in Donsol are painted with whale sharks, as are fences, buses and even the 
tuk-tuks. Gift shops and concessions cater to whale shark tourism by offering T-shirts, 
pendants and trinkets, and some rent snorkeling equipment. Donsol’s three hotels are 
situated in a coconut plantation alongside each other on the bay and the Visitor Center is 
situated on the grounds of Vitton Hotel. 
 
How does the operation work? First, visitors register at the Visitor Center and pay a one-
time small  fee. The cost of a day with the sharks is 2,500 Php (cash only; they are not able 
to accept credit cards). 
 
Then the visitors watch a video about whale sharks which also explains the procedures to 
be followed. 
 
Next, the visitor is issued a boarding pass, meets their Butanding Information Officer (BIO) 
and boards their assigned boat. The village’s fishing boats are numbered and rotated so 
that each boat has its turn bringing tourists to the whale sharks. All boats and  crews  
undergo training on interactions with the sharks and each boat is assigned a BIO.  
 
Only six divers are allowed on a boat, and only one boat at a time may have snorkelers in 
the water interacting with a shark. Boats flying a yellow flag indicate a researcher is onboard 
and are given preference in interactions. Data are gathered and posted at the Tourist 
Center for visitors to peruse. 
 
A mangrove swamp was replanted at the mouth of the Donsol River to flush more nutrients 
into the bay and provide food for the plankton that the whale sharks feed upon. The people 
of Donsol also developed optional excursions for tourists, such as snorkeling on a nearby 
reef, birding and river trips at dusk to see the “firefly trees” where thousands of fireflies 
congregate in the topmost branches of a single tree until it is an almost solid flame of 
bioluminescence. Two-day trips are also available to the Mayon Volcano.  
 
Unfortunately, we were too early for Donsol’s 
annual Butanding Festival with its floats of whale 
sharks, turtles and manta rays. This year, the 
Festival will take place April 28 through May 15. 
The festival organizers asked us to return next 
year and host a film night during the Festival. 
 
Interaction with the whale sharks is regulated by 
the local department of tourism (DOT) office, and  
WWF guidelines are generally observed to 
protect the sharks. Rules include limiting the 
number of swimmers per boat to six, no scuba diving, and remaining at least three meters 
from the sharks. In practice, many of these rules are broken on a daily basis, particularly 
when a shark moves from one boat to the next resulting in as many as 12 snorkelers with 
the shark. Most sharks are touched at least once during every interaction, accidentally by 
brushing with the fins, or deliberately. 
 
But Donsol is continually working to improve the quality of whale shark interactions, and 
workshops are held periodically to improve the operation. Initially, we planned to go to 
Donsol first, gather data and then go to Puerto Gallera to work on a template for 
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community-based whale shark interactions that would be useful in Tanzania. All three of the 
hotels in Donsol were fully-booked during the first week of March and so we rearranged our 
schedule. On reaching Donsol, we learned that the hotels had been full because of a series 
of whale shark workshops with government officials that were aimed at improving the 
interactions. The key people attending the workshop stayed on to work with us, and our 
objective was greatly facilitated by the work they had done the previous week. 
. 
There are no records of any scientist ever witnessing whale sharks mating, and so it was of 
particular interest that two of the BIOs claim to have witnessed whale sharks mating in 
Donsol Bay. At present it is anecdotal information, but several BIOs now carry underwater 
cameras and are hoping to visually document a mating.  
 
In recent years the number of male sharks visiting Donsol have out-numbered female 
sharks by 20:1. The females that are seen are generally large mature adults in the 7m ~ 9m 
range. Increasing numbers of sharks show propeller marks on their backs. Anecdotal 
evidence from local fishermen suggests that prop strikes are from fishing boats in the off-
season, rather than from tourist boats in the main February-June tourist season. 
 
In 2006, five whale sharks were found dead within 30 miles of Donsol. They had all been 
shot at close range. One shark had 13 bullet wounds to the head. The locals blame this on 
commercial fishermen from Masbate, claiming they shoot the sharks when they are caught 
in their nets. Every night we saw the lights of dozens of fishing boats from Masbate; they 
hover at the boundary of Sorsogon’s waters. Mantas, which are also protected in the 
Philippines, are sold in local markets in the Sorsogon area, and we saw thresher sharks in 
the market in Donsol. 
 
A dead whale shark provides a one-time monetary gain, whereas a live whale shark 
generates a continuing revenue stream to a fishing village. Donsol’s prosperity has not gone 
unnoticed; other areas in the Philippines are now offering whale shark interactions.  
Success breeds imitation, and for whale sharks that is a ‘good thing’.   
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Donsol Visitor Center 



Visitors begin boarding the boats at Donsol at 09h00. 

The boats (bancas) are very stable. 

Elson Aca, a researcher and   
BIO (Butanding Information Officer) 
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Captain Paul Anes 

Whale shark spotters 

On Donsol Bay 



Research results are posted in the Visitor Center. 
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Concessions adjacent to the  
Visitor Center 
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All three hotels in Donsol are located next to each 
other in a coconut plantation. We stayed Vitton 
Beach Resort, adjacent to the Visitor Center.  

Trudy rides a tuk-tuk into town 
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Typical Philippine metal bus 



The expedition provided an opportunity 
to meet up with old friends. . . 

Moonyeen Alava. We worked side-by-
side in the trenches at CITES 2002 in 
Santiago, Chile, to get whale sharks 

listed on Appendix II. 

The expedition team consisted of individuals from the 
Shark Research Institute (SRI). SRI has been studying 
& tagging whale sharks since 1993 and has a long 
history of working with DOT, researchers and 
conservationists throughout the Philippines. 
 
In 1995,  Marilyn Baldo of DOT sent SRI photographs  
of a “baby whale shark with no spots” that stranded  in 
the Philippines, and we identified the shark as a rare 
megamouth shark, Megachasma pelagios.  
 
In 1997 and 1998, we worked with DOT, WWF and 
local conservation organizations, provided data to the 
government, and tags to researchers, and materials for 
a whale shark museum in Misamis Oriental, Mindanao.  
 
At CITES CoP12 in 2002 we worked alongside  
delegates from the Philippines and India in a successful  
effort to place the species on CITES Appendix II. 

On January 6, 2003, this  megamouth 
shark was caught in Tablon, Cagayan 
de Oro City, Philippines. The shark had 
become entangled in a gill net and 
brought to shore by fishermen who 
butchered the shark after it died. These 
photos were sent to SRI for 
identification by Dr. Edward Yasay of 
the Philippine Bureau of Fisheries and 
Aquatic Resources Regional Office 10.  
  

One of three species of giant filter-
feeding sharks, megamouth sharks 
only became known to science in 1976. 
This  was the 18th specimen of the 
species to be recorded. 
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Angela Quiros, ISLA Biodiversity 
Conservation.  
 
Jennifer & I met Angela at the  
1st  International Whale Shark 
Conference in Perth. 

Filmmaker Carina Escudero and Arnel Apinchay, former head of WWF Philippines.  
AA & I had communicated via email for more than a decade about whale sharks. 
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. . . And make new friends 

 

A UNIQUE EXPERIMENT 
 

Blacktip reef sharks, Carcharhinus melanopterus, were once abundant in 
Puerto Gallera but none have been seen for the past 12 years. Peter Liisberg 
became concerned that the loss of sharks in the area was having a negative 
effect on the marine ecosystem, and he decided to re-seed the area with 
sharks.  
 
Peter built this 3,000-gallon shark tank in the lobby of his resort about 200 
feet from the water’s edge. Next, he stocked it with blacktip reef shark pups 
that he  purchased in Manila. For the past six weeks he fed each pup twice a 
week: shrimp, mussels and about 25 small baitfish. Within the week the pups 
will be placed in a large pen fastened to the rock wall of the nearby cove, 
remaining there until they reach a length of three feet. Then the sharks will be 
released in the shallows. Peter hopes some of the sharks will remain in the 
area. He plans to seed the inshore waters with 400 to 450 sharks. 
 
Peter is not a marine biologist and is self-taught in shark husbandry. He loves 
sharks, spotted a problem, and is working to correct it. 

Peter Liisberg (left), owner of Scandinavian Divers & Allen Nash (right) of  
LeGalleon Dive resort in Puerto Gallera observe one of the blacktip reef pups. 
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the ever-present aroma of burning coconuts 
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. . . And gather memories 

. . . of friendly people 

. . .rice paddies 



T-shirts and baseball caps on posts 
serve as scarecrows in this rice paddy 
Reflective video tape strung between the posts 
shimmers in the sunlight and aids in repelling birds. 

Comfortable outdoor 
furniture made from 
Goodyear tires at  
Legaspi airport 
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. . . And pick up some new recycling tips 
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Mission Accomplished! 


